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U o)IO lLB 
ma.an in which aattr,.ala btiVe be- e to be accepted mo t u 
ccune accustomed to unfammar d:9m tlc;;, anllual , and; the reacttp 
111 ts, the N'.~w' York Ttines li.)"S! o om ot tbo e animals are pe-An a i r pt a n e cuiJar and. ofte11 embarrassliia:. X 
swooping low ov• defy anyone to i,r~ict accur.a.tely 
er the hea s (Jf what a roadside cow will . do on 
Tweedledum. and approach ot an automobile. The 
'l'weedledee miaht be at may be grazing cont.mtedly 
h a v e diverted b~ the side ot the road, without 
them froxn th~lr t sllchtest danger that she will 
quarrel, for lt 1s be disturbed. As th bar'. eachae 
r.ep,rt.ed a•d passes her she may keep right 
"'S 1t then flew grazing, or she ma.y do exactly 
4 o w :rt a mo n- e other thing and walk square 
Jtrous cro,r, bt fl'ont of the car *1.Utout the 
As black as a slightest excuse for dalng eo. 
tia 1>arre1''-- * * 
and they ~re so TQ THERE IS Tllle MEN. I 
rmed t h a t have no respect wbatever for the 
t ey forgot their intelligence of the coram.on do-
Davies argµ B A n l• ipestic hen. To me she ls the em-
mals ilppear to bodiment of foolishness and Hght-
r n unmoved . by t neal.' ~ headedness, worse, I think, than 
p,r.oach of mechp.nieal birds.. ll r• eltber a cow or fl. sbep, and . that is 
t,:apa tb~ 4o not ne>tice ttte fll t stying a lot. Just as Uk ly •• not a 
of real · birds unless they belong to hen that la rod.It a,w,,.y· trom. the 
a species that pr~ya ott them o:r toad will on ht ap» • h of a car 
.t}iat ls preyed oa by them. fly Into hyst.erfos and jump ex ... 
* * * . citedly bkck an4 forth in t,ont ot 
AN Jt]U>!tRIMENT WA MAl>JC th& car. That's Why thet4! arl ao 
~Y the outh Aftican Air I' roe to man~ f &that on. the roa~ 
.-, what the wild animals h * * 
Kruger N$.tlonal Park w qlq. d.<> GQPHERS COKlt 'fO OlUE 
whea :Planes flew low ()Ve their on tbe highway oocft,f\onally, but 
heals. Mo t of them were itidilf ~r... not as often as mt ht be supposed 
nt. ,I.. r w were seen casting a tro~ the ch&inc,s that ihey take. 
rl •Ian e at t lrpta e; a d t>ne 'bf their anii g vraetlce$ is 
s ot. t mor tlrn 4, 'Wblcb to ,valt until a ear Is &b'ilost upon 
aa eadtlt. at ~e tbe~ and the drlver ts trying to 
Q & mai. on oot, :fleet a:vold them, when, ut, a tlasb, 
t tit OU tom. down they CO i~t9 a, h9,l In the 
* * * ry oeu\er af the bighway. In 
UTOMOBILS 1vHl:N spite of the tact t9a.t gphers do 
n was :1>rod.ucttve of morfi considerable damage an.a: are re-
p,w.tc in animal breasts. Horses garded as pe ta, a d. though we 
ha !ff'() u d fo motor vehicles,· are willing to aboot or poison 
and cattle do not r.un from them them, few drivers will willingly run 
fearfully. Perhaps some one :P,as ob- over them. 
· served the behavior of domesti * . * * . 
. animals in a pasture when al - C. H. NELSON, 118 CHESTNU 
planes pass D.verhead, If it ls U e stree was in r in the d 
t at of dogs, littlo interest s scription of the o scale the oth-
. ;,hown. A cat, however, will watch er day beca • B has a family 
· • plan as fJLr a Jle OAD see it, heirloom Sn t ape ot a gold 
1f lt. ere blr. ;nd 1)1e tioped dollar ml ed ht 53. Those 1itt 
to catch it. coins were often used as wat 
* * * charms, but I haven•t seen one !or. 
0USTQM :ijAS A G T DEAL a good many years. 
~ do l h th beh11, lo o nimals. * * · * 
~lfa c ttler (or · psta ce, are ac~ MANY PERSONS ARE UNA-
tom 4 to t e s rht t men on ware that there is a law against 
taeba,ck and pay little attenf on 'borJng a hole . in· a United SUl,tes 
e'm. Cowboys guard and· guide coin or otherwise defacing it. :1 ew .. 
eattle, and the beasts , accept elel4's are often asked · io engra.ve 
as normal. ut 1th th a coi)i for chutns· ott oth rwts m.ar 
on oot i a rather u he t r purpo s J# ornam. t. 
_.lltacl • he eattl $ y htl th,r are, )!lC,t peJQiitte to 4o. 
<\ tt an or be)" ~ s ad they cany in to r 
.,.,....,..,..---., .... 1 :Bub hesr r ak m untinss ta · which favorite 
Ung to ccept him as a coins may be kept without de-
pt.rt Of eh' environment. tactlhent. 
ACCORDING TO A WASH- BETTER GENERALSHIP WAS 
ington dispatch, H. C. Hansbrough, shown by the other faction, and 
former United States· senator fro~ while the _Hansbrough people were 1 
North Dakota, announces that he parading the other 1 group ,were : 
will supp'ort Gov- signing up delegates. By the time · 
ernor Roosevelt the parade was over a complete op-
for- president and position slate had · been prepared 
u r g e s all for- and a majority of t}?.e delegates 
ward-looking Re- signed up in. support o.f it. The 
publicans to do Hansbrough people ·had a good 
likewise. celebration, but their opponents 
S~nator Hans- controlled the convention next day. 
brough has had a * * * 
peculiar political IT HAD BEEN EXPECTE:p 
Davies 
history a history that Hansbrough would be one of 
which ' illustrates the delegates to. the St. Louis con-
the tenacity with vention, but because of the def eat 
which men some- of his faction he was left at home. 
times cling to· po- To that fact, almost to a certainty, 
litical labels how- he owed his subsequent re-election 
ever out of · step and. his partial .regularity a~ a par-
they may be ·with ty. man for som~ years thereafter. 
the majority of His friend Pettigrew was more 
those . who wear them. Elected , as successful at the outset. He was 
the state's first representative in elected ~ ~onvention ~elegate, 
congress in 1889, then three times walked out of .th.e convention, and· 
elected to the senate, in each case never became reinstated as. a , Re-
as a Repubiican, · Senator · Hans- publican. 
brough has. usually · found _in Re- \ * ·* * 
publican policies and ~epublican HA~SBROUGH .WAS -DEF~AT-
administrations more to blame ed at home, escaped ·the experience 
than to praise, and at times, hi~ cri- of . abandoni~g .the .co~vention, 
ticism has taken the fori:n .of bit- which · it was assumed that he 
ter denunciation. Yet . now,· when would . have done, and duri:1g the 
well up . in his . eighties, he appar- summer . he beca~e reconciled to 
ently considers himself· still a Re- the M~~mley. candidacy =:,nd . forgot 
publican and entitled to offer ad- free . silver. State cortfllcts ~ere 
vice and counsel to other Republi- smoothed out, and ~t the leg1sla- ! 
cans. tive session of 1897 he was re-elect- · 
ed to the senate. 
* * * * * * DURING HIS' FIRST TERM IN SIX YEARS LATER HE WAS 
the senate· Hansbrough was· a 'Vig- again elected without serious. oppo-
orous advocate of the public own- sition, but during , ·the succeeding 
~rship of railroads. With this he term ·he failed to maintain his 
combined advocacy of free ,silver, standing with ·the state leaders 
both of which policies' ,were con- and was ·obliged to step· out. Dur-
trary to the attitude of ,the Repub- ing the latter .part of his service he 
lican party. developed, a strong aptipathy to-
* * · * ward the Roosevelt administration, 
I 
IN THE EARLY PART OF 1896 ·an antipathy -which was transfer-
Senator Hansbrough was associat-. red to TaJt. · After his retirement 
ed .with Pettigrew of South .:Dako- from office :he published ·pamph-
ta and others o'f the group that lat- .lets .and articles denouncing . the 
er walked .out of the St. Louis con-. iniquities of recent Republican ad-
vention because of ,the refusal 'of ministration~, . and in 19.16 he re-
that convention . to accept the free turned to ·the state to · campaign 
silver doctrine. There .was , a sharP. against Hughes, the Republican 
conflict in Novth Dakota ·between candidate for president. On one .oc-
the free silver and gold ·.standard casion he engaged in a- ' joint de-
groups as , to which should control bate . with Senator _ Mccumber, 
the .. state . convention. For -,·a time Hansbrough supporting Wilson 
it looked like anybody's ·fight, and and Mccumber Hughes. 
on the -evening before the '.State * * * 
convention in Grand Forks the NOTHING IS RECALLED NOW 
'Hansbrough people were .jubilant as to his attitude in later years 
over t,heir prospects ,of victory . and save that he has been a fairly con-. 
celebrated' their victory in advance sistent opponent of Republican 
by a _ mammoth tprchlight parade candidacies. His ; announced support 
which was · the last big demonstra- of the Democratic .. nominee in the 
' tion of its kind ever staged in. the present" campaign indicates merely . 
city. that he is running true to form. 
IT WAS IN 1896 THAT THE 
Minnesota supreme court brought 
comfort to thousands of bicycle 
riders in the northwest by declar-
ing the bicycle a 
vehicle, with the 
rights of a ve-
hicle on the pub-
lic highways. On 
one of the state's 
highways a bi-
cycle and a horse 
and buggy had 
come into collis-
ion. The horse 
had run away 
and p a r t i a 11 y 
wrecked the bug-
gy. The owner 
brought suit for 
damages against -
Davies the cyclist. His 
main coil ten tion 
was that roads were made for ~ 
1orses and vehicles drawn by them 
md not for bicycles or other 
;trange contraptions, that the 
]:yclist used the highway strictly at 
rus own risk and was responsible 
for all damages arising from acci-
dents in which he might be involv-
ed. 
* * * THE CASE TOOK THE USUAL 
course through the courts and the 
supreme court came through with 
this pronouncement: 
. "A highway is intended for pub-
he use, and a person driving a 
horse thereon has no rights super-
ior to those riding a bicycle. A bi~ 
cycle ls a vehicle, and riding one 
ln the usual manner as is now done 
u on the public highway, for con-
y iece, pleasure or business, is 
not unlawful. A person cannot be 
made to pay damages for is acts 
unless they were done in such a 
manner and at such a time as to 
show that he was acting in disre-
gard of the rights of others." 
* * * THAT ESTABLISHED THE 
rights of the cyclist, at least up to 
a. certain point. It has been con-
tended, not only that the bicycle 
had no right of way, but that its 
use on the highway was unlawful 
because horses were. afraid of its 
st -.nge appearance. The courteous 
bicycle rider always dismounted 
and moved off the road if an ap-
proaching horse showed signs of 
nervousness. Nowadays the few 
horses that travel the highways 
are so sophisticated that neither 
bicycles, automobiles nor airplanes 
disturb them. 
~ * * SPEED MANIA WAS AS 
great in bicycle days as it has be-
come since. Riders didn't go quite 
as fast, but they · tried just as hard, 
and they were as earnestly warned 
of the dangers of excessive speed. 
In . one of these· notes of warning 
there was a computation of the · 
force with which two rapidly mov-
ing bicycles would come together. 
Some mathematician had figured 
that if two machines, each carry-
ing a rider weighing 160 pounds, 
came together head on while tra v-
eling 15 miles an hour there would 
be developed a force of so many 
foot-pounds, which tmpressed the 
writer as being about as destruc-
tive . as scientists now estimate 
would result from the disintegra-
tion of a few atoms. Compare that 
with the force generated in a head-
on collision of two · automobiles 
each weighing, with its load, a 
couple of tons, and each traveling 
60 miles an hour. Yet people do es-
cape almost unscratched from just 
such collisions. 
* * * I OFTEN . WONDER HOW 
many lives have been saved by au-
tomobile tops. If the old open car 
overturned its passengers were 
likely to be pinned (jown and crush-
ed by its weight, and even the col-
lapsible top was too fragile to af .. 
ford much protection. In thousands 
of accidents· the modern sturdy 
tops have taken the shock and pro-
tected occupants from serious 
harm. 
* * * MY MENTION OF THE BE-
havior of cattle on the highway on 
the approach of an autornobile re-
calls to a friend an incident in 
which a big Hereford bull consid-
ered himself boss of the road and 
asserted himself in effective fa-
shion. 
* * * AT A POINT IN THE BROKEN 
country near the Montana line the 
usually traveled road ran over a 
steep hill at the top of which a bull 
. had chosen to rest and enjoy the 
1 breezes which gave him freedom 
from flies. He was a magnificent 
animal,. imported by a rancher for 
the improvement of his herd. Life 
in the open had relieved him of 
superfluous flesh, and combats 
with others of his kind had left 
many scars on his great head. He 
was a tough looking customer, and 
when he established himself at the 
top of his nm ne would not. move 
an inch for anything except to 
lower his head a~d paw the earth 
when a car disturbed him. Usually 
1 he occupied a part of the · roadway, 
and prud'ent drivers pulled out and 
went around him. 
* * * ONE CAR COULD NOT po· 
this conveniently as the road had 
become rutted, so the driver blew 
the horn to warn his lordship to 
move. The bull paid no attention, 
and, as the animal stood with his 
tail toward the car the driver 
xnoved up slowly and bumped him 
slightly. The bull moved an inch. or 
;two under the impact, but moved 
no further. The car bumped him 
again-just a little. The bull whirl-
ed and landed on that car. Exact-
Y how he · perf armed nobody kn7w 
xactly, for it all happened at 
once, bUt when the bt:111 moved off 
in a dignified · manne:r he left the 
car a. wreck, radiator, fenders and 
windshield · smashed, and several 
things . done to the . engine. 
l * * * 
· .JUST WHAT ANY SUPREME 
court might say as to the relative 
rights of· bull and au~omobile. o~ 
the highway is uncertain, but 1t 1s 
sound discretion to give such an 
animal a wide berth. 
l ' 
SINCE FRANKLIN D. ROOSE- of a second marriage, there being 
velt became prominent in public a spread of 28 years between the 
lif'e, and especially since he be- birth of his elder half-brother and 
came a pre~idential candidate, of himself. 
reference h a s * * * 
often . been made FA MIL Y · TRADITION RAN 
to the relationship strong in the naming of children, 
to P r e s i d e n t especially in the use of one name. 
Theodore . Roose- The former president had . two an-
v e I t. The two cestors named Jacobus, and in the 
have ·been de- other branch this name . appears 
scribed as fifth once and its modern equivalent, 
cousins, which James, twice. The James who was 
implies a distant born in 1760 was christened Jaco-
connection b u t bus, but he abandoned that latin 
conveys no clear form and adopted its equivalent, 
idea, as the term James. 
"cousin'' has a * * * 
variety of app.li- THE RE LAT IO NSIDP BE-
cations, depend.! tween president and governor is so 
ing on the man- distant that it would have attract-
Davies ner in which the ed no attention had it not been that 
generations rep- the same surname, an unusual one, 
resented correspond. President persisted, and that both men be-
Roosevelt and Governor Roosevelt, came· political figures. There are 
however, were fifth cousins in what doubtless many thousands of fam-
may be considered the simplest ap- ilies in America in which a similar 
plication of the term, as each was relationship exists, but of which all 
removed the same number of gen- trace has been lost, and which is of 
erations from a common ancestor. interest to no one~ In tliis case i ; 
This was their great-great-great- is necessary to go back 300 year, 
great-grandfather Nicholas Roose- to find a common ancestor. Th? 
velt, who, born about 1658, was the two lines have been brought to-
son of Claes Martenzen van Rosen- gether again in the marriage o 
velt, who is supposed to have ar- Franklin Roosevelt to a niece f 
rived in New Amsterdam from President Roosevelt, which mak s 
Holland in 1649. the children of that union the· r 
* * * own cousins some six and one-ha f 
NICHOLAS ROOSEVELT (THE times ·removed. , 
name was variously spelled for sev- * * * 
eral generations) had two sons, COMPUTATIONS ARE SOME-
Jacobus, the elder, ancestor of Gov- times made of the number of an- , 
ernor Roosevelt and Johannes, the cestors that one may have had in . 
younger, ancestor of President a distant generation. Thus, one has 
Roosevelt. The exact date, of the two parents, four grandpar('nts, 
birth of Jacobus is not known, but eight great-grandparents, and so on 
it is supposed to have been about until in a few generations, the, num-
. 1687. Johannes was born in 1689. ber reaches milUons. That would 
, The two were engaged in the real seem to point to the fact that' the 
estate business together. The fol- population of the earth. some · cen-
lowing table may be of assistance turies ago was much greater than 
in tracing the line of descent. At it is today were it not for the fact 
the head of the list is-the name of that the lines ot descent cross and 
Nicholas, the common ancestor. recross, thus diminishing the num-
In each column· are the names, sue- ber of ancestors. The marriage of 
cessively, of father and son, with first cousins is sometimes, though 
the year of birth of each. not always, prohibited, but :beyond 
* * * that there · is ho limit. Thus in the 
NICHOLAS. 1658. course of a. few generations there 
Johanes, 1659 •• ~ •• ~ Jacobus, 1687 may be descended from thr·e~ or 
Jacobus, 1724 • • • • • • • • Isaac, 1726, -four families tho:usands. of desce~<:I-
Jacobus, 1759 •••••••• James, 1760 ants without any violation of the 
Cornelius, 1794 • • • • • • • Isaac, 1790 r~~e r~lati~g to consangulnity. Po-
Theodore, 1831 ••••••• ·• James, 1828 litical cons1der~tions .have x:p.ade it 
Theodore, 1858 • • Franklin D 1882 ·interesting to trace th~ remote re-
* * * ' Iati?nship o~ . President R~osevelt · 
.THE LAST NAMES THEO- a~d Governor Roosevelt •. But -it ·the 
'dore is, of .. cou~~e, the · fo,rmer pres':' families in the group, were, as large 
ident, and Franklin D. is of the as· was customary among· th~ Dutch · 
corresponding generation, although immigrants there are ' doubtless 
there is a wide difference in time hundreds of descendants of:' old · 
of birth. This is due to the fact Nicholas· . who are · quite unaware 
· that Govern~r Roosevelt is the son of that relationship. · ~ · 
DURING THIS PERIOD .OF 
"adjustments" and "readjustments'' 
there comes an occasional glint ·of 
humor through the murk. One such 
is contained in 
what purports to 
be a letter from 
a father to his 
daughter, which 
has ~one the 
rounds of several 
papers and was 
clipped by a 
friend from the 
Commercial West 
.and forwarded to 
:me. IIere it is: 
My dear daugh-
ter: 
You ask me if 
your - h u s b a n d 
Davies should stay on in 
his present posi-
tion at · an "adjusted" salary, but 
you for got to tell me what he 
would do if he didn't. You and he 
couldn't very well come here just 
now. Your brother Sheridan's sal-
ary has just been "reconsidered,'' 
so he moved into his old room at 
home and brought his wife. 
Your sister Eloise telegraphed 
the next day that Wilfred has just 
been offered a ne\V contract that 
was an insult, so your mother is 
, airing cut her room. Wilfred never-
could endure insults. Your sister 
Frances, you will recall has been a 
1 private secretary, wrote last week 
l that if anybody thinks she is going 
to drop to the level of a common 
typist, they are mistaken, so we ex-
pect her any day. 
What with these and . the young 
children, I imagine that as long as 
· Rupert's salary is merely being · 
"adjusted," he had better stay. An 
adjustment is nothing like a re-
duction. It's hard for me to keep 
up with the new language of big 
r business, but as I understand it, an 
. "adjustment" is the equivalent of 
1 a raise. Of course, Rupert wouldn't 
know that; he has been working 
only since 1928; he should aslt. 
some old timer to explain what a 
raise is. 
My own business ls coming along 
fine. It was sold on the cqurthouse 
steps last Friday, but there were 
no bidders, so the sheriff let me 
keep it. That makes the best month 
since the upturn. 
Your affectionate father, 
'f ~ 'I' 
WRITING OF ANCESTRY 
and relationships, anent th~ Roose-
velt family, my mind went back 
to the little · old .country church 
where I got my early religious 
training. · I suppose, about 50 fam-
ilies were represented in the . mem-
bership, and because of some rath-
er . unusual features in its system it 
was commonly rega'r'ded as a sort 
of close corporation, which it was 
to some extent. 
* * * . THE MEMBERS WERE THUS 
thrown int~ som.ewhat more inti-
mate relationship than was usual 
in other groups, and while there! 
was no bar against other mar-
riages, there had been for years 'a 
strong tendency for the sons and 
daughters of members to marry 
within the church membership. In 
process of time this resulted in a 
family relationship as well as a 
church affiliation. 
* * * IN MY TIME WE YOUNG--
sters found entertainment in trac-
ing the relationship of th~ various 
members. Belonging to the family 
ourselves we were conversant with 
most of the family groupings and 
had a pretty fair idea of whose 
sister had married whose cousin, 
and while some were better in-
formed than others it was possible 
to take the . membership, pew by 
pew and trace the connection by 
blood or marriage of each family 
with every other family in the 
church. In that way I suppose 'that 
today I could claim kinship with 
several hundred ,people whom I 
never saw and who never heard 
of me. 
* * * AN OLD FILE OF THE HER~ 
ald, for 1896, tells of the making of 
final proof on a homestead by a 
homesteader who was said then to 
be the oldest natiye born citizen of 
North Dakota. The homesteader 
-was Isabella DeLormy, who was 
born near Walhalla in 1801 and had 
lived in that vicinity all her life. 
At the age of 89 she filed on a 
1 homestea.9- ne~r Walhalla, and six 
· years later . she made. final proof, 
being then 95 years old. No facts 
relating to her history are given, 
but her name and the fact of her 
birth and long residence near W:al-
h ~lla suggest that she was of mix-
;d--French and Inman origin. There 
were not many homesteaders 95 
years of age, and there was prob-
ably no other who had spent such 
a long time in what had then be7" 
come a state. 
* * * AT TIIE TIME OF HER BIRTH 
her native country had not yet 
been acquired from Napoleon by 
Jefferson. Lewis and Clark had 
yet to undertake their famous ex-
pedition to the Pacific. She lived 
through the hey-day of the north-
western fur trade and doubtless 
her people participated in some of 
the . struggles between fur trh.ding 
companies for supremacy in the 
trade. Dakota,· during her lifetime 
hail. been shifted from one terri-
tory to another before it had ·,be-
come established as a separate 
unit. It had been divided and two 
l states had been formed of it. And 
· all this time Isabella had probably 
plodded aloµg serenely, unconsci-
ous and indifferent that history 
was being · made around her •. 
* * * IN TIIE SAME ISSUE OF' THE 
I Herald is an account of the build..: 
Ing of a cyclone· cellar by Germain 
St. Lawrence at his home on . Min-
nesota Point. A tornado· had done 
considerable. damage at St. Louisi 
and' in order not to be caught nap-
ping, Mr. St. Lawrence had dug. a 
cave lined · it with timbers and 
cove~ed it with earth, so 'that on 
the appearance, of danger he and 
hts family would have a place to 
which they could retire for safety. 

WE ARE TOLD BY THE NA-
tional Safety council that of the 
97,000 fatal accidents that occurred 
in nine states in 1931, .29,000 oc-· 
Davies 
curred while the 
victims were at 
home. Notwith-
stand i n g t h e 
great number of 
fatalities due to 
the. use of the au-
tomobile, th e r e 
were only a few 
more automobile 
accidents than 
home, accidents 
the numbers be-
i~g 33,500 and 
29,000 respective-
ly. That brings 
to mind Mark 
Twain's interest-
ing analysis of 
certain insurance risks. Buying a 
railway ticket one day Mark was 
asked if he didn't want insurance 
to cover the risk of the trip. Mark 
replied that he did not, as he in-
tended to travel that day. He 
thought that he might take ·some 
insurance the following day, as he 
would then be ·staying at home. 
That mystified the agent and 
Mark elucidated. 
* * * 
. "I HA VE GIVEN THIS MAT-
ter of insurance and insurance 
risks a great deal of study," he 
said, "and I have collected much 
information on the subject. Statis-
tics show that in a given area 16 
persons died last year while travel-
ing on trains, whereas in the same 
·area during the same time 275,673 
persons died at home. It is clear 
from this that it is much more haz-
ardous to stay at home than to 
travel, therefore I neve:i:" take out 
insurance except when I am going 
to stay at home." 
* * * / 
THE NEW YORK TIMES 
takes note of.. former Senator 
Hansbrough's announcement that 
he will support Roosevelt for pres-
ident this year, and offers the fol-
lowing observations on the sub-
ject: 
* * * 
"EVERY FOUR YEARS AT 
about this time a certain name ap-
pears · in the political news. The 
date-line is 1 sometimes Washing-
ton, sometimes a _point in the farm 
belt. The subject of the ~rticle, 
though a 'Lincoln Republican,' has 
decided to support the . Democrats. 
The Democrats are pleased. But 
the · Republicans don't appear to 
mind, .because those who -remem-
ber the . aame expect the announce-
ment. 
* * * 
"HE IS HENRY CLAY HANS-
brough, . for three terms a Repub-
Hcan member of the senate from 
North Dakota." Four years ago he 
was for Al. Smith. This year he is 
for Governor . ·Roosevelt. It may 
·be that he wasn't a supporter of 
Harding, Hughes or Taft. So the . 
Republicans are naturally inured to 
the loss, though there is no rea .. 
·son why Governor Roosevelt should 
not be glad to enjoy what so many 
· of his predecessors did. · · 
* * * . "THE RECORDS FAIL TO DIS-
close when Mr. Hansbrough ceased 
to be· a regular · Republican. The 
FIRST, THERE WERE THE 
black cherries, dead ripe at that 
time, round, plump, sweet, with 
scarcely a suggestion of acid, and 
set fairly close in the clusters. 
Next were cherries growing in .clus-
ters of more open formation, more . 
red than black, quite tart and . 
puckery. There there were those 
more pointed in shape, much larger 
than either 'of the others, with 
large clusters having fruit set close 
together, very _juicy, and in flavor 
more· .nearly resembling cultivated 
cherries. Lastly , there were cher-
ries so far from maturity .that the 
fruit was almost solid green, with 
a little streak of red on one side, 
apparently at least two weeks la-
~ommittee - of - that - party - ought - to ter . than the latest of the others. 
retaliate at once with the equally No estimate of the final form or 
surprising announcement that flavor of · these could be made as 
'William D. Mitchell of St. Paul, a the fruit had not b~gun to reach 
Democrat, - declares for Herbert the pulpy stage. 
Hoover.' The attorney general * * * 
won't repu~iate it." .ALL OF THESE GROW IN THE 
* * * . same vicinity under identical con .. 
SEN ATOR · HANSBROUGH ditions of soil and sunshine. In no 
would probably resent the sugges- way do 'they resemble the little red 
Uon that he is not' and has not. al.. pin cherries, which are clear red 
ways been a regular Republican, .and have quite different growth 
but from his standpoint the rest habits. The three first described, 
of the 'Republican party has been · .. and probably the fourth when ripe, 
shockingly irregular during most have the distinctive puckery ten-
of the past forty years. . .dency which has given them the, 
* * * --- · " h k " 1,.,,· • th' h r MAN WHO HAS BEEN FIG- name. ~ o e. C.i~erries, rn c a -
A h t . d 't . acter1sbc being most pronounced 
uring on w ea prices an can in the second on the list. 
make head or tail of them, pro- · 
pounds this puzzle, · which I pass 
on to readers of thi~ column: 
* * * IT IS PROPOSED THAT THE 
price of wheat in the United States 
shall be t!"J.e Winnipeg price plus 
, the American duty. That wil.l be 
· fine. Cnnada, like the United 
. States, is a wheat-exporting coun-
try. Dike the United States, ~an-
ada imposes an import ~uty on 
wheat. Why should not the Can-
adian farmer demand that he shall 
receive for his wheat the Chicago 
or Minneapolis price · plus the Can-
adian duty? If it is conceded that 
each demand is just, and each de-
sire is realized, what will be the ul-
timate price of wheat? 
* * * MOST HOUSEWIVES KNOW 
that chokecherries make excellent 
jelly, provided proper steps are 
taken to make the juice jell in-
stead of remaining like molasses. 
I wonder if anyone has taken the 
trouble to find out how many va-
rieties of chokecherries there are. 
The other day, having an hour in 
the woods, I amused myself by 
picking_ a few cherries, and in the 
little patch where I picked I iden-
tified four distinct . varieties. 
LOUIS D. CAMPBELL WRITES 
from Minneapolis with further ref-
erence to the political record of 
I Senator Hansbrough, saying: "The
1 writer was very 
much interested 
in reading your 
column, 'That Re-
minds Me: unde:r 
date of August 3 
devoted to for-
mer U. S. Sena-
tor H. C. Hans-
brough. Y o u 
make reference to 
his active sup-
port of different 
Democratic can-
didates for .,...the 
presidency n o t-
withstanding that 
he has . masguer-
Davles ed as a Republi-
can an his lifetime. Your closing 
remarks state: Nothing is ·recalled 
now as to his attitude in later 
years. 
* * * 
"THE WRITER IS SURE THAT 
the files of the Grand Forks Her-
ald will disclose that he was just 
1 as politically inconsistent in 1928 
as during former presidential cam-
paigns, as he invaded these quar-
ters early in ,the 1928 campaign an-
nouncing that he would make Min-
neapolis his headquarters. He 
earnestly advocated the election of 
Alfred E. Smith but, as usual, he 
was masquerading as a true Re-
publican. I do not · suppose he 
changed a si;ngle vote. Personally, 
the writer does not think he will 
succeed in changing any votes in 
behalf of Roosevelt during the 
campaign this fall.'' 
* * * IT IS PERHAPS NOT RE-
markable that Mr. Hansbrough's 
support of Smith in · the 1928 cam~ 
paign was overlooked when the 
former article in . this column was 
prepared. It is a fact, now that 
the subject is recalled, that in 1928 
Mr. Hansbrough was tendered by 
someone, and accepted the presi-
dency of some sort of : Independent 
Smith league. The' announcement 
received the usual publicity at the 
time, ' and was then forgotten. Just 
what the leag·ue did, or attempted 
to do in the campaign I haven· 
the least idea. 
lccoRDING ;o LOcAL PEO~ 
ple wh. o have visited the yicinit . 
gulls have appeared. .. in vast num 
bers in Ramsey. and. Nelson coun 
ties and are growing fat on grass 
hoppers. I noticed great flock . 
of these graceful birds in that lo 
cality this fall, the flocks then be 
ing . larger than any others that I 
had ever seen. Various correspond 
ents sent in information. concern-
ing the birds, which were identi-
fied as ·Franklin gulls which · nest 
in the marshes· around Hudson's 
bay and farther northi, They are 
voracious feeders and devour un ... 
believable quantities . of grasshop-
· • two years in succession. In some 
quarters that alleged fact was ad-
vanced last spring as a reason why 
no trouble need be expected from 
grasshoppers in this territory this 
year. We had our dose last year, 
it was said, and that ended it. No 
argument is now required to indi-
cate the mistaken nature of this 
belief. Two years ago grasshoppers 
, pers. ln the localities. where .they 
l have· appeared they are . said to 
: have been of material assistance to 
· farmers in ridding fields of 11'.op-
i pers. Their activities now recall 
.~ the similar· service performed by 
l~· 
... 11 ·~ 
gulls for the Mormons at Salt Lake 
in the days of Brigham Young, 
when the crops of the settlers were 
,;f-, saved from destruction by gulls. 
The incident is commemorated, by 
a statue in Salt Lake City in hon-
or of those feathered benefactors. 
* * * GRASSHOPPERS ARE FLY-
ing, and flying high._ At certain 
times· the insects may be seen as 
white specks by looking toward 
the sun, but in such a position that 
the eyes are shaded from its direct 
rays. Under favorable conditions . 
the hoppers may .be seen quite dis-
tinctly if one will stand in the 
shadow of a building and then look 
almost directly toward the sun. 
The height at which the insects fly 
is variously estimated at from 500 
to 1000 feet. 
. * !!: ~:: 
THERE IS SOME QUESTION 
as to the. identity of these high-
flying hoppers. Those that are dis-
turbed in walking across a field or 
in driving do not usually rise high 
or fly far. Instead they make 
short flights to place them out of 
the way of whatever has disturbed 
them and then alight. Because of 
this there seems to be some rea-
son to suspect that the high-fly-
ers are not the local, domestic hop-
pers at all, but stray migratory or 
Rocky Mountain locusts. 
'I' * * IT HAS OFTEN BEEN SAID 
1 that grasshoppers never appear in 
large~ numbers in the same locality 
l were. more numerous in the same 
localities, and this yea1r, still in th~ 
same localities, the fields are fairly 
alive with them.. · 
* * * DOUBTLESS THE REASON 
· for the existence . of a belief which 
, is quite common is that to many 
a grasshopper is just a grasshop-
per, and ,. no distinction is made 
among · species, of which there . are 
several. · The Rocky Mountain lo-
cust, which wrought havoc in the 
plains· states some sixty yea.rs ago, 
. and which has reappeared occa-
. sionally in conside!able . numbers 
since, is · a migratory insect which 
does not breed in this .territocy. It 
arrives in a mature state, coming 
in great- . swarms, devours every-
thing in sight, and moves on. It -is 
not likely to visit the same place 
twice in succession. The insects · 
which we have with us are our own 
local, domestic pro~uct. They wer~ 
batched from eggs laid_ in our own 
soil. . They do not. mow~ far so 
long· as food is p~.:mtiful. · In t~e 
fali they lay their eggs ofte.n m 
the same fields where they were 
hatched, and in the spring a new 
brood is , ready to come forth. In 
the absence of ·. disease · and unfa .. 
vorable weather · thei:e is no rea-
son why they should not increas~ 
· year by year as long as there is 
sufficient vegetation to feed them. 
A BRANTFORD, ONT., DIS- GREAT SLIDES HAVE OCCUR- . 
patch in a Toront9 paper .says: red along that curve, and in some 
l . "Although the provirtce a )"ear or of them many acres of land have so ago spent $20,000 on piling and ,:-:::::=:::::::.... r e v e s t 1ments to been carried down stream. From , 
my- boyhood I can recall how, in 
places the clay bank ran straight 
and bare from the water's edge to 
the crest of the hill, and how in 
other places great slides had push-
ed the river out of its course, leav-
tng at the foot of the hill a rolling 
shelf which had become covered 
wit~ grass and trees since it took 
its plunge. Many y~ars must have 
been required to provide that cov-
ering. 
··:· was th o u g h t, * * * 
would be checked ALE X AN D E R MELVILLE 
by the driving of Bell, father of the telephone inven-
hea vy piles into tor, and a retired professor of elo-
Davles the bank, but the cution from Edinburgh university, 
bank· continues to slide, taking the bought a , small place in the heights 
piles a foot away from their origi- · opposite the city and made his 
nal placements. There is no im- home the;re for several years. The 
mediate danger, but it ·seems as if residence had a 'beautiful setting, 
removal of the home forward will and the view toward the city was 
be the only solution, a:r;id that but one of great beauty. One had a 
a temporary one." ' clear -view of the river for several 
* * * '. miles. .Just beyond was the level 
BRANTFORD PEOPLE ARE land, dotted with farm 'homes, a 
proud · of the association of their mosaic of color as spring merged 
city with the history of the tele- into summer and summer into au-
phone, and it was quite natural for tumn, while beyond that the city 
the writer of the above dispatch rose toward the crest of the farther 
to ref er to the Bell homestead near hills. 
the city as the place "wher.e Alex- * * * 
antler Graham Bell invented the A GOOD MANY YEARS AGO 
. telephone," although that state- the city acquired the old Bell place 
ment is not quite lite ally correct. and set it aside as a public park 
· THE · TEL1PH*oN: ·wAS NOT in commemoration of the history 
invented at any particular place. of the telephone. Apparently the 
river has been busy during these 
It was the growth of years during years, for in my time there was a 
·which young Bell conducted his in- wide stretch of rolling timbered 
vestigatioris and experiments while land at the foot of the steep hill. 
engaged in other work. Vacations It was in that wood lot that our 
were spent at the family home near Sunday school picnics were held, 
Brantford,. and the ~xperiments and while old Professor. Bell was 
were continued there. Imp_ortant not a member of our little church, 
advances were made there m the. or of any so far as I know he was 
work, and it was from the father's hospitabl~ and genial, dona'ting the 
home. to the home of an uncle in use of his grove, and dropping 
the city. that the fi;st .outdoor tel~ around during the picnics to see 
phone 11~? ever built was installe_d. that the young people were enjoy-
On a v1~it t? the old town some ing themselves. 
30 years ago I saw workmen re- .. 
moving the poles and wires of the ' * * * 
original line, for which there was AP~ARENTLY BOTH THE 
no further use. city and the provincial government 
* * * have interested themselves in the 
THE BELL HOME, TO WHICH preservation of the property. Oc-
1reference is made above, is situat- casionally one of my friends says: 
ed about two miles directly south "I drove through your .old town 
of Brantford, where the · river the other day on my way. from 
swings in a great semicircle as it Niagara Falls to ' Detroit." I am 
follows a line of hills 100 to .150 always glad to hear. that.. .To any-
feet high. Between the city and one who goes that · way 9ind., has 
the river, the land is low and level, time . to stop a little while I ·recom-
occupied · by· small farms, market mend a visit to the old Bell home-
gardens and· hop yards. On the op-. stead-I don't. know the official 
posfte side of the river the hills name of the park. . It's only' a little 
rise, high and steep, and, as the over two miles by an excellent 
river current swings outward, that road, and the view from the top of 
bank is subjected to constant ero-
1 
the hill is worth seeing, even if 
sion.· the ban~ is slipping. 
! ,,._ i 
MRS. EDNA LaMOORE WAL- that he once enjoyed. For what-
do, of Bismarck, N. D., announces ever time is left for him he sees 
the forthcoming publication of her a future o:f }?.ard . work and mighty 
new book "Dakota,'' . whJch is de- little in the way of luxury. 
Davies 
scribed as "a * . * * frank, 'informal, IS l;IE DOWNHEARTED? NOT 
h ·nterest by any means. As fully as anyone 
·5~an 0 / terri- he appreciates .the desirability of 
t . YI d its many of the things that money can oria ays, H h . ·th h. h 
1 f 1 t · 1 buy. e as no money w1 w 1c co or u ma eria to buy them. He accepts the _fact 
gleaned · fr O m that he must get along without 
contem P O r ~ r Y many of the things . that he would · 
newspaper f 11 ~ s like to have. He has no expecta-
and other origin- tion of ever being able to obtain 
al sources not them. In his own . mind that is all 
generally acces- settled, and, as it is settled, there 
sible. A. co~nected is nothing ~bout which to worry. 
narrative m pop- l have never met a man more 
ular style for wholesomely cheerful, more inter-
readers of all Iating to an exceedingly interest• 
a g e s, setting ested in what is going on about 
forth the gossip him, more confident that' better 
of our own yes- times will come, although .perhaps 
1 terdays, the florid writing and ora- too late for him to benefit much,, 
tory, the political coups, the yarns more eager to be helpful to anyone 
of river men, the elaborate social whom he can. help. 
functions, the almost incredible * * * 
events of the Indian campaigns WE TALKED A LOT DURING 
and the gold diggings." that visit, · and recalled incidents 
* * * in which hardship was a - promi-
FOR SOME TIME MRS. WAL- nent feature, but it interested me 
do . has contributed pioneer mate- to note that it was not on the 
rial of the type described to some hardships . that emphasis was 
of the weekly papers of the state placed. What seemed to be inter-
and · has published one book, the esting was the adventure involved 
supply of which was quickly ex- in the incident and not the hard-
hausted. Her writings bear evi- ship. 
dence of care in the collection: of. . * * * 
material both as to its accuracy WE TALKED SOME POLITICS. 
and as to its popular appeal. Her What opinions . we expressed and 
style is pleasing, and the book now. what conclusions we reached with 
to be published should be a real respect to presidential candidates 
contribution to the literature re- does not matter, so far as this col-
lating to an exceedingly interesting umn is concerned. But it was de-
and colorful period. cidedly interesting to me to find 
* * * that notwithstanding misfortune, 
A SHORT TIME AGO I SPENT disappointment. and narrowed cir-
a day with a farmer friend whom cumstanees, in his mental attitude 
I have known for nearly fifty my old friend is steady as a _rock. 
ye~rs. He is not far from 80 years He has unbounde.d faith in the es-
of age, ·and for half a century -he sential soundness of the nation 
has farmed in the Red river· valley. and its institutions. He has no 
In the early days he . filed on a leaning toward any of the methods 
hom.estead. Later he bought more by which, it is proposed to make 
land, and for some years he men rich by act of congress. He 
farmed on a considerabie scale. stands squarely on his own feet 
* *, * asking no favors of government in 
HE ENJOYED. HIS FULL any of its forms, a square dealer, 
share of prosperity, and at one a loyal friend, and a splendid type 
time he could have retired. with a of American. · 
~omfortable fortune. Then there * * * 
were · reverses which swept away WITH THE AIR FILLE~. WITH 
most · of the earnings of a lifetime, cries ·of "pity me," "help. me," 'and 
and the shrinkage in farm values "give me,"~ that visit was ·. refresh-
struck just when be :would feel ing and stimulating. I have . no 
its effect more ,severely. He is doubt that' there are o~her me'n of 
again· on a sm~ll farm, struggling that type, in tJ;lousand~ pf in~on-
to make ends meet, , and experienc- spicuous places~ . And to the · tell ow 
ing difficulties such · as have made who may be· inclined-to think that ·. 
many younger men ·despondent. .. all the· world bu~ hh'nself has gone 
~:! * * - wrong, I suggest a reading of the 
MY FRIEN_D IS CONFIDENT story· of the prophet who, believing· 
that prosperity will . return, but he himself the sole s'urvivor · of the 
has no illusions as. to his part in it. faithful, was reminded that in 
He realizes that. he is an old man, places. unknown to him here were 
and that for him time is :too short several thousand who ·· had not 
for him to recover the · comfort bowed the knee to Baal. j 

A FEW MILES WEST OF BYG- . 
land, Minn., and only a few hun-
dred feet from the Red river, is a 
pleasant little meadow, ~ perhaps 
· four or five acres 
Davies 
in extent, which 
scores of Grand' 
Forks people have 
used as a picnic 
ground. T h e 
meadow is almost 
a perfect oval, 
completely s u r-
rounded by for-
est growth, its 
gras~y floor al· 
most as level as 
a billiard table. 
At some time, I 
suppose, it has 
farmed the bot-
totn of a great 
pool, and even j 
now in a wet season it is difficult 
of access because of the marshy 
nature of the obscure forest trail 
which leads to it. I have no idea 
who the owner may be, but who-
ever he is, he Is entitled to the 
thanks of those who have vidted 
the lovely spot for permitting them 
to use it. This courtsey has seem-
ingly been returned in . kind, for 
visitors almost always avoid the 
scattering of such litter as often 
defaces picnic grounds. 
* * * IT WAS WITH A PANG OF RE-
gret that I noticed the other day 
that one of the most attractive fea-
tures of the landscape on the way 
to this delightful place had disap- . 
peared before the onslaught of im-
provement. The meadow is reached 
by an ungrade trail which leaves 
the main road a short distance 
away, and partly blocking this trail 
has been a magnificent elm, stanl"l-
ing in solitary grandeur as a sen-
tinel 9ver the fields near by. Synt .. 
metrical as a Corinthian column, 
straight of trunk, and with a 
I graceful sweep of branches, the 
great tree was a delight to the eye 
and a noble landmark. In order 
to avoid the tree the wheel tracks 
swung out of line a few feet, but 
the road is a mere fragment, run-
ning only to the river, and it · bears 
no traffic except an occasional 
farm rig or a party of picnikers, 
and nobody minded the . micros-
copic detour. It shocked me to 
find that the tree was gone and 
the place where it stood marked 
by the charred remains of a burned 
stump. 
* • • MYSTIFIED AT FIRST BY 
· the disappearance of so fine a 
landscape, I was enlightened when 
I saw along the right_ of way a . ro~ 
of . stakes., evidence that the · road ~ 1s 
presently to be graded. The tree 
being in the way, it had to g~ .. I 
have had no experience in build-
ing roads, but if I had been build 
ing that one I would have put a 
little kink in it and saved the_ tree 
that I mystelf might continue to 
· enjoy, its beauty at1d that the . chi:h-
dreh's children of those who have 
. known it might rise· up and call me 
blessede 
MINNESOTA IS RAPIDLY · IN-
creasing its, mileage of paved high-
ways, and the road au~horities _of 
that state are emphasizing to · driv-
ers the importance of keeping on 
the right side of the stripe which 
marks the center of the road. The 
advice is timely, as it is undoubt-
edly true that many accidents are 
caused by thA practice of swing .. 
ing over beyond the center of ~he 
road thus inviting collision with 
the ~ar which may be attempting 
to pass. 
* * * I SHOULD ADD ANOTHER TO 
the injunctions already promulgat-
ed by the commission, and say 
"blow your horn" before attempt-
ing to pa.ss. The practice of s~id-
ing by without giving warning 
seems to be growing, and it is an 
inexcusable and exceedingly dan-
gerous practice. Granted that the 
driver ahead ls · expected to keep 
on his own side of the road. But 
for some reason, good . or bad, he 
may not do so, and when cars are 
wrecked arid people are smashed 
up it is poor consolation to reflect 
that it was the other fellow's fa.ult 
when a good toot on the horn 
would have saved all the trouble. 
' * * * THERE ARE , PERSONS, OF 
course, who appear to resent the 
blowing of a horn as an insult. But 
horns were attached to cars for 
the purpose of giving warning, 
and both the law and common 
1 sense require them to be used. 
* * * FROM MY WINDOW,· IN BE-
tween pecks at the typwriter, I en-
joy watching a humming bird as 
he forages among the flowers next 
'. door. This is a ruby throat, pre-
sumably the spouse of the more 
sedate lady bird whose visit I not-
ed some time ago. This brilliant 
little fellow is methodical in his 
, habits, poising before the same 
flowers and feeding on each in 
turn, and, when he has completed 
the course, darting off like a bullet 
to · where I suppose, his mate is 
attending to her domestic duties 
not far away. • 
* * * IT IS NOT GENERALLY 
known I believe, that the hum .. 
ming bird, small as it is, is one of 
the most ferocious fighters in na-
ture. This is the reputation that 
a good many students of bird lore 
give it. One . w:r:iter tells of watch-
ing a humming bird put a king 
bird · to -ignominious flight, and the 
king bird' is. some fighter himself. 
The advantage which the ,humming 
bird has in .combat lies in its quick-
ness and elusiveness. Its blows are 
not' likely to be destructive unless 
they · strike an unusu.ally sensitive 
spot, but they are painful · and ?-n ... 
noying, and there is no such thing 
as striking· him ·back. When the 
blow is delivered he isn't there. 
· The writer above mentioned, says 
that in defense of his home and 
family the humming bird wm fight 
anything that moves, no matter 
how big.' 
ON THE 31ST OF THIS MONTH monster away. But people who 
residents of this part of the world consider themselves more advanced 
will have the privilege - provided than the Chinese sometimes view 
the weather is fine-of seeing a eclipses with anxiety. Such phe-
solar eclipse more nomena have been regarde.d by al-
nearly total than most all peoples as direful portents, 
most of tho s e representing the direct interfer-
which we have an ence of a mysterious power with 
opportunity to ob- the ordinary operations of na.-
serve. At Grand ture. · 
Forks about * * * 
three - fourths of MY FIRST ECLIPSE MADE AN 
the sun's are a impression on me which has never 
will be obscured been effaced. As in every com-
by the passage of munity there were those of our 
the mo on. Th e neighbors who regarded eclipses as 
phenomenon will serious business, which might mark 
be seen as a total anything from the end · of the world 
eclipse in a band to minor disaster, and that gossip 
about 100 miles had filtered down , to the juvenile 
w 1 d e· ext~nding population. My own elders had as-
Davies from the Arctic sured me that there was nothing 
ocea·n through northern Canada, the alarming ·about it, as it was quite 
province of Quebec and the state in the natural order and meant 
of Maine. nothing in particular. That was 
* * * comforting, to a degree, but how 
THE GREAT SHADOW WILL did they know? ' There had been 
strike the earth in-. the polar· sea tremendous happenings, No ah' s 
north of Labrador at, 1:04 P. M., flood, earthquakes, and the ele-
Grand Forks time, and will leave ments were to melt with fervent 
the earth somewhere in the Atlan- heat. Might this not be the time 
, tic ocean almost exactly two hours for another catastrophe? 
later, having traversed almost half * * * 
the earth's circumference at the THE DAY OF THE ECLIPSE-
rate of about a mile a second. At it was in the very late sixties-was 
any point along the center of the a beautiful one. Not a cloud was 
100-mile band of totality the sun visible and not a leaf stirred. The 
will appear totally eclipsed for quiet itself was disconcerting, · the 
about 100 seconds. The· partial lull before the storm, perhaps. 
eclipse will be visible throughout Then in the early afternoon it be-
North America. gan to grow dusk. The quiet grew 
* * * more intense and there came a 
Total eclipses of the sun, while not coolness in the air. Chickens went 
infrequent, · /are often_ visible only to roost and the cattle acted 
in such out-of-the-way places that strangely. 'l;hrough _smoked glass 
few people see them. · Because ob- I watched the miracle overhead, 
servations during such eclipses add ready to bolt and run at , the first 
.greatly· to scientific knowledge, sign of trouble. Then, · after what 
scientists from all over the world seemed to be hours, it began to 
·visit places ·within the line of to- grow lighter. Presently the sun 
tality. for· the · purpose· of making, blaz~d forth as clear as ever, and 
during . the minute or two of total- not a _thing had happened. I was 
ity, observations whose photograph- greatly relieved ,as were ·my young 
ic records will be · studied for companions. · But with the sense 
n1onths or years thereafte.r. Strange of relief there was also ' a chastehed 
and novel 'instruments are used, for feeling which iasted for so.me time. 
this purpose, and special buildings We had come out all right that 
are erected on conqrete bases tor time, 1t· was · true, but it looked 
the mounting _of the instruments. like a close call. 
And . after all the preparation a * * * 
. passing .cloud may spoil everything. AS -A SPECTACLE THE FIN-i It is n·eedless to ~ay tb:at d.uring the est eclipse in my . experience was few days preceding August 31 'the 
weather forecasts for . northeastern on New Year's day, 1889,', wh:en the 
• North Amerjca will-be scanned with · suri .set , eclipsed after · as · fine a 
anxiety · by scientists 'from al.I over summer '_day. as on~ co!Jld wish to 
' the world. see. ,The weather : had· been mfld · ~ *. * * ~II fan ' an~"L.winter ·UP to that time, 
1 WE · SMI~E1 AT . THE CHINESE and it remained so for some weeks 
l ' for , belieying, that an . eclipse is thereaf~r. Cold weather follow-
cau~ed by the · efforts of a dragon ed~ ,vitli plenty of ·snow, but I don't 
> to devour the sun, · and at their. t.h1nk the eclipse hJl.d anything .to 1 
i beating of tom toms t9_ frlghten· the do . with it. 
l ' . . 
THEY HAD 12 INCHES OF 
rain down in Oklahoma the other 
day, and 12 inches of rain, if any-
should ask, is some shower. 
That is more 
than half the to-
tal precipitation 
in the Red river 
valley in a whole 
normal year, the 
average annual 
combination of 
rainfall and melt-
ed snow in this 
locality b e i n g 
about 20 inches. 
In 1910, our his-
toric dry year, 
we got about 10 
inches of water, 
according to my 
alimeters, which, in effect, and bar-
ometers, measuring air pressure. 
At sea level the weight of air or-
dinarily created a pressure of 
something less than 15 pounds per 
square inch, or pressure sufficient 
to supporf a column of mercury 
about 30 inches high. The higher 
one goes the less the pressure be-
comes, and the altimeter records 
the pressure, and consequently the 
altitude. 
Davies r e c o 11 e c t i o n, 
which is about 
t.he minimum. amount of water on 
which a crop can be raised pro-
vided the water all falls during the 
growing season when it will do 
the most good. 
* * * 
A FEW YEARS AGO GRAND 
Forks had a rainfall of somewhere 
between three and four inches in 
the space of about half an hour 
one summer evening, and that, I 
believe, is the record for sudden 
precipitation in this locality. How 
the water did come down! The 
sewers could not begin to take care 
of the flow and the water over-
flowed streets into basements, for 
there was nowhere else for it to go. 
It was a warm evening and the 
~ater was tepid. All over the city 
children in bathing suits and chil-
dren in all sorts of improvised sub-
stitutes romped in the water and it 
was hours before the streets had 
assumed anything like their normal 
appearance. 
* * * I GOT MY IDEA OF WHAT 
constitutes a heavy rain many 
years ago from a newspaper ac-
count of a rain which flooded Chi-
cago. The sewer system of Chi-
cago, so the article said, had been 
built to take care of a maximum 
J downfall of one inch per hour. The 
I rainfall in question amounted to 
two inches per hour., and, necessar-
ily, the whole city was flooded. 
Whenever I read of a heavy rain 
I check back to the . belief of the 
Chicago engineers that an inch an 
'hour would be all that could ever 
be expected. 
* .* * ALTITUDE OF AIRPLANES IS 
* * ' * THAT IS ALL VERY SIMPLE. 
But air pressure varies at a given 
point with a variety of conditions. 
in clear, cool weather the barom-
eter here may register 30· inches 
plus, while in advance of a violent 
storm it may mark around 28 
inches. But when the air pilot 
sees that his altimeter indicates 
that his altitude is 5,boo feet, how 
does he know how near right it is ·t 
* * * I ASKED PROFESSOR HOW 
ard E. Simpson that question and 
received the reply that the pilot 
does not know. On short flights, 
said Professor Simpson the pilo 
can check his altimeter with the 
pressure at ground level, and thu 
attain accuracy within a very fe 
feet. But on a long. flight, where 
both temperature, and air pressur 
may change widely, there may b 
an error. of many feet, the possi 
bility of which the pilot must take 
in to account. 
* * * PROFESSOR SIMPSON RE 
f erred to the crash which brough 
death to Ben Eielson, after whic 
the altime~er wrecked with th ... 
plane was found to register a con 
siderable height. This has some 
times been attributed , to a defect 
in the instrument. It is now be-
lived .more likely to have been as-
sociated with a marked lowering 
of pressure in the storm. The alti-
meter, responding accurately to 
the reduced pressure, indicated a 
safe height when in fact the plane 
was almost at ground level. The 
pilot, having no knowledge of this, 
would _be misled by . an instrument 
which, in reality, was working ac-
curately. 
~.. * fa 
IN LONG NON-STOP FLIGHTS 
over a route dotted with ;observa-
~ion stations the pilot can be kept 
informed by· radio of the air pres-
sure and its departure from nor-
mal at ground level at the various 
points over which be passes. He 
is thus able to adjust his altimeter 
readings to the known conditions 
and thus to· know his altitude with-
indicated by· instruments known as in a very narrow margin. · 

* * * 
"'1'8BRE IS SOMETHING FUN-I 
ny lbout threshing. It is one of 
the traditional things about North 
Dakota. In the early days there 
were only a few large threshnig 
machines and they would each 
~e care of from 10 to 25 farms 
and the threshing period on each 
arm was a sort of an annual fes-
tival that was enjoyed by every-
one in spite of the fact that ·it 
called for hard worJi. There was 
the engineer and separator man, 
the dustiest and greasiest of all, 
but most highly respected by ev-
eryone on account of their tremen-
dous mechanical knowledge. Every 
young man aspired to their exalt-
ed position, sometime in his life. 
Then ther, was the running of this 
large crew of men and many other 
fascinating things. 
* * * 
"THERE WAS THAT UNRE-
ienting ape~d with which every-
thing must travel. Every man was 
kept working at full speed every 
uunute of the day and the thresh-
ing macmtne must never stop even 
fOf one QJ.inute. due to the heavy 
!Oh of paying a large crew and 
nqt,hlng coming in. Everyone up 
at 4:30 in the morning so that the 
w:t,.eels could start to move as soon 
a.a it became light enoqgh to see 
where to :pitch the bundles, and 
~tinue until long after dark at 
1'ight. Th• farm was covered with 
strana:e men, wagons and horses 
aq.cl the f~mer was proud to be the 
owner of crops that would cause 
. all of this commotion, the house-
' wlf., beametJ with hospitality and 
. nuute display of her culinary abil-
W' &114. ~a obildren viewed with 
· •~• this S:lmoat magic transforma-
e'to of oro:pi into grain, done only 
the proper appUcati~ of the 
· labors of countless men, hofses, 
wagons anli several superintellects. 
* * * I TIDS SPIRIT OF THE 
t threshlttg season has been altered 
1 through the advent of the small 
1 sized :rig. This came about when 
the Individual ihresher was de-
signed and now 'almost every other 
farmer has his own machine, is his 
own engineer and separator man 
and runs the whole machine. He 
has done this for the last 15 years 
ahd he has come to love this form 
of threshing that provides for get-
ting the crop off the ground in a 
hurry. Each rig has a smaller 
crew, but there are so many more l rigs that it takes more men and costs more money because the comi 
bined overhead in running thre~ 
or four small enterprises is alway 
more than one large one. 
* * * ' AND COMES NOW A TIME 
when it would be to the benefit of 
th_e community and also to the in-
dividual farmer if the threshing 
were delayed and by all means 
done with the slightest possible 
hired help and other outlay , Then 
;he question arises as to which 
>f these individual rigs should be 
eft idle this year. There has been 
to arrangement made for that so 
pparently , ea.6h one will go ahead 
long the lines of the habits and 
ustoms formed by years that: );lave 
gone by. The -result will be ihat l 
all of the grain In Steele county 
will probably be threshed within I 
the next two weeks and the gaso-
line bills and the repair bills and 
the labor bills will consume the en-
tire proceeds of the crop. 
. * * * THE WRITER WHO HAS IN-
terviewed a large . number of farm-
ers on this question has found that 
they all feel as though it is almost 
impossible to do their threshing 
any different this year than last 
year. Yet all believe that a new 
order of things should be devised. 
The past should be forgotten and 
only one-half of the rigs be run 
this year. These , rigs should be I 
manned with the help that is in the 
country by exchanging work. It 
would take at least twice as long _ 
to do the threshing, but the chances 
are 90 to one that the prices would 
raise to many times overcom 
losses in the shock and there woul 
be no immediate costs charge 
against the crop for which it woul 
have to be sold just as soon as i 
is threshed and there would be a 
opportunity created that would en 
able holding the grain off the mar 
ket. 
. * * * 
"ALL OF THE OLD CRED I 
itors are willing to wait. Why 
Dlake new ones with new demands 
upc>n tbe crop. The thrill of the 
thr\lshing period will be just as en-
joyable a little later in the f'IJl; 
the thrill of ha11dUng a few dol-
lars will be nothlllg when t;Hey 
will have to go out faster than 
they come in, but th• thrill of ..hav' 
Ing been a part of a machine that 
done something that has never 
been done before, namely demand-
ing a just price for our own prod-
ucts, and getting lt, that would be 
something worth while-yes, and 
in this case worth money." 
I * * * I AM NOT QUALIFIED TO EX-press an opinion as ta the compar-
ative merits of the large and small 
threshing outfit, but I should say 
that instead of being a modern in-
novation the use of the small outfit, 
such as the editor deplores, is 
rather a reversion to an earlier 
practice. 
* * * THRESHING WA& ORIGINAL-
iy a strictly Individual affair, 
whether the grain was tr.odden out 
by oxen, separated by rolling a 
, log over it or beaten out with a 
flail, which has rather contemptu~ 
ously been termed a "poverty 
stick." In the matter of time we 
are not far removed from the pe-
riod of the flail, for this imple-
ment was in common use in niy 
boyhood, and I have taken my turn. 
with it on winter days after school. 
* * * THE FIRST THRESHING MA.-
chine that I ever saw watt merely 
a substitute for the flail. That ts, 
t beat the grain out of the heads 
but did not separate it from th 
chaff. That operation was left t 
be performed by an ordinary fan 
I ning mill with a boy as the motfv power. 
* * * MACHINES WERE IMPROVE 
and enlarged. More horses wer 
added to the power plant. Grain 
was cleaned as well .11s beaten out. 
Then came the portable steam en-
gine, which made possible the use 
of machines of still greater capa~ 
city which would clear a quart~r 
section of a heavy crop in a day. 
• * * * THE SMALLER MACHINES, 
o fwhich many are now in use, are 
comparable in capacity to those 
common thirty or forty years ago. 
It may not be. good for -ys to go 
backward In this respect. ][ do not 
know. But I suppose tihe lndivi\i· 
ual farmer feels his pro~Iem to be 
how most quickly and, most cheap,, 
Iy to get his land cleare4 after 
the grain is cut in or4eii: that he 
may get his plowing eone before 
winter sets in. In passlng-I have 
seen more grain stacks this fall 
than for many years past. (ilome 
farmer is building SOM$ beautiful 
ones a few miles north of East 
Grand ~orks. Stackh1g ~ "lmost 
a lost art. but there ate still • few 
~._ Jfft who know how to do lt. 
PRESS DISPATCHES A tfE 
d·ays ago noted the death at his 
home at Jamestown of William 
Farley, a 73-year-old pioneer of 
Davies 
Stutsman county. 
Mr . Farley set-
tled on a home-
stead near Spirit-
wood and farmed 
there for many 
years .He was 
one of the influ-
ential men of his 
community, and 
the esteem in 
which he was 
held by his neigh-
bors was shown 
by the position 
of lead e r s h i p 
which was ac-
corded to h i m 
by them. · I never 
met William Farley in person, but 
I became familiar with his name 
m_any years ago through the· col-
umns of the Fargo Forum when 
that paper was operated and edit-
ed by the late Major A. W. Ed-
wards. The major was a unique 
character, and the columns of his 
paper reflected his interesting per 
sonality. He and Farley were good 
friends, but there arose betwee 
them a disagreement over a certain 
subscription account. Each man 
was positive he was right. Both 
stubborn. Neither would 
yield. Farley would not pay the 
bill and Edwa.rds would not con-
cede that -it was excessive. · 
* * * . E D W A R D S COMPLAINED 
through the ·columns of his paper 
that Wi~liam Farley would not pay 
his bill Naturally that made Far-
ley all the more determined not to 
pay it. Then, for several years, 
whenever Farley's name was men-
tioned in the paper some passing 
reference would be made to that 
bill • The Forum would announce, 
perhaps, that "William Farley, one 
of the prominent farmers of Stuts-
. rnan county, visited the city yester-
day," but there would be added the 
: remark th~t "he neglected to call 
i at the Forum office and settle that 
, bill'' Or it might run something 
like this: "William Farley, of 
Spiritwood, was elected township 
supervisor on Tuesday. But why 
doesn't William call and settle that 
bill?" 
* * * THAT WAS KEPT UP FOR 
years until, ,I suppose, both parties 
agreed to call it off. . I have no 
doubt th13y both enjoyed the scrap, 
and without question Farley re-
ceived a mark~d copy of every 
mention of him that was made. 
That was another of the major's 
pleasant little habits. If he got 
into a jangle with an adversary, 
.which he did frequently, he would 
roast the adversary unmercifully 
and then send him a marked copy. 
He told me that he followed that 
plan as a circulation device. "If 
you te~r the hide off ~ man in the 1 
paper," he said, "it will make him 
mad as , blazes; · but he'll subscribe 
1 
for the paper so that he'll b~ sure ._ I ~rot to miss any of the other mean 
~s that you're going to siiY." 1 
I · THERE IS -- BEING RAI~ED 
the . question whether the artists 
who designd the new silver quarter ~ 
intended to 'slip something over on 
the nation and change eagles on us. 
The bird shown on the old quarter " 
is the bald eagle, a bird not in any 
too good repute, whereas the figure ' 
on the new coin is - said to corre-
spond to the · golden eagle: One 1 · 
difference which is pointed out by II 
ornithologists is that the bald 
eagle has bare legs while the 'gold-1 
en eagle's legs are feathered all the 
way down. . It appears, however, 
that the young bald eagle wears 
leg feathers, but discards them as 
he approaches maturity. , It is still 
an open question whether the de-1 
signers intended to represent a 
golden eagle or an immature bald 
eagle. 
* * * IT TOOK ME SOME TIME AFT-
er entering the United States to be-
come accustomed to the feel of the 
American quarter. My 'first im-
pulse was to reject it as not being 
a genuine quarter. This arose from 
the fact that at that time in Can-
ada we had two silver coins which 
were · continually being refused. 
Those were the regular quarter 
and the 20-cent piece. Anyone ac-
customed to making change could 
tell the difference instantly by the 
feel of the coins. The engraving 
on the quarter was deep and sharp 
while the 20-cent piece was en-
graved in low relief and had a 
much smoother feeling. The pres-
ent Canadian quarter has the deep, 
sharp engraving, but the 20-cent 
piece was discarded many years 
ago .. 
* * *. 
I NEVER UNDERSTOOD WHY 
two coins were · minted so near 
alike when confusion was bound 
to result. It has occurred to me 
that the 20-cent piece may have 
been intended to represent the 
shilling in one of the numerous 
currency systems which were used 
i nthe early. days. I can remember 
learni, g a t .able which said "twen-
ty cents one shilling, five shillings 
, one. dollar, four dollars one pound." 
* * * THE 20-CENT SHILLING WAS 
never in actual use in my experi-
ence. It was merely in the, books. 
· Xhe English shilling of 24 cents was 
also foreign to us, as was a . shilling 
of 16-3 cents which I have heard 
called the Connecticut· ·shilling. The 
shilling ' of my boyhood was the 
York shilling of 12"2 cents. It was 
not a coin, but a term, like the 
modern · "bit." Prices In small 
amounts were habitually quoted in 
terms of York shillings, and in a 
store where I worked selling prices 
were., often marked in shillings. 
The Six Nation : Indians on our 
reservation understood shillings 
better · than if the amounts had 
been stated in cents. An. article 
that sold for a quarter would be 
quoted to an Indian as ''tickini 
shillin' ," whi. ch conv. eyed real meanj 
in9 to · him, whereas "twenty-fiv 
cents'' would have left him puz-
zled. 
~--- .,,...... ,... . 
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"NORTH DAKO.TA, A STATE is intended for general circulation, 
of Awe-Inspiring Beauty and and copies may be obtained, while 
Thrilling History" is the title of a they last, by applying to. Hon. J. M. 
pamphlet just published by Immi- Devine, Immigration Commissioner, 
:. · gration Commis- Bismarck, N. D. 
Davies 
sioner D e v i n e. * * * . 
The publication is EVERY SCHOOLBOY OF MY 
intended primar- age has known, and many have 
ily for the infor- committed to memory-sometimes 
mation of tour- under compulsion-that poem of 
ists and visitors, long-ago school days, "Twenty 
but it will be of Years Ago." An inquiry for the 
real value to per- poem appeared in the New · York 
manent residents Times Book Review a few weeks 
of the state~ for it ago, and there were many answers. 
w i 11 convey to In addition t osending in the text 
them information of the poem some correspondents 
which is not gen.: indicated that there has been some 
erally possessed question concerning its .. authorship. 
concerning t h e The first stanza reads: · 
picturesque f ea-
tures of North 
Dakota. The cov-
* * * 
~'ve wandered in the village, Tom, 
er is appropriately adorned with 
views of the Badlands, a scenic 
feature of which North Dakota has 
almost a monopoly, for travelers 
tell us nowhere save in the Grand 
Canyon of the Rio Gr~nde is there 
an appro:.:\Ch to the rich coloring 
and strange formations that are 
to be seen in North Dakota's Bad-
lands. 
I've sat beneath the tree 
Beneath the scp.oolhouse playing 
ground 
That sheltered you and me; 
But none were there to greet me, 
Tom, 
And few were left to know, 
Who played with us ·-upon that 
green 
Some twenty years ago_ 
* * * * * * THROUGHOUT THE PAMPH- THE ·TEXT AS GIVEN IN THE 
let the pages are devoted chiefly to Times is a little diff~rent, and had 
photographic reproductions of it forty years ago insteady of. twen-
N orth Dakota scenes, emphasis .be- ty, but I have used the above form· 
ing placed on the picturesque rath- for that is the way I learn~d it. 
er than the agricultural and indus- The authorship appears to be attri-
trial, although the latter are not buted to Frances Huston · in sever-
neglected~ By means of well exe- al of the publications in which the 
cuted illustrations the traveler is verses appear, but on Will c·. Eddy 
taken through the state from Far- claims the authorship for his uncle, 
go to the western boundary over Will Armour Smith, and identified 
Highway No. 10, with glimpses of the locale as Carlisle, Pa., and also 
attractive spots by the way and ex- identified several of the persons 
cursions north and south to poi~ts mentioned. 
of special interest. Farther north * * * 
the process is repeated from Grang. ACCORDING TO THIS VER-
Forks to Williston over. Highway sion the poem. was written. about 
'No. 2. with side trips to Pembina, 1845-47 when the author- was ab.out 
1 Walhalla, the Turtle Mountains 35 years old. The "Tom" referred 
,and other spots of scenic or historic to was Thomas Officer, an artist 
interest. of ability and_ t~~ authqr's life-long 
. * * * friend. The· sweetheart w)!ose 
THE TEXT IS DEVOTED TO nam~ was cut on the elm just be-, 
a brief running description of the low that .of Tom was the author's. 
points illustrated, with reference sister, wh odied in girlhood. 
to histo_rical incidents and colorful * * * . 
sentences on the µatural beauties "TWENTY .YEARS AGO" - IS 
and the interesting wild life of the one ot those unpret~ntious · ,thfngs 
state. It is easy to imagine the joy whose .appeal lies iri an , almost uni~ 
with . which Commissioner Devine versa! experience. Old times, old 
devoted himself to the preparation experiences, old associations, are 
of this work, for it reflects the en- things over which we lhiger, and· 
thusiasm and the appr~ciation of the -author of these verses, 'al-
natural beaufy' which have always though himself a young man, 
1 been characteristic of the man. sen.sed some~hing . of the spirit 
* * * which remams, with most ·-0f us 
THE BOOKLET, WHICH ALSO through life and strengthens , with 
contains· a road' ~ap of the state~ the years. 
Ii 
tJ ~ 
-1~4).~. 1!11~ --~Qt, 
I oq: ~ a ~ ~ pit Did .· llltie" 
r er t.o the ob}ectlbii-1>1• ~t fa n:b 'l~ tetlder or 
sliver pteo-. This fereztee betweea tbe 
coin was ltcaued by Pacific coasts, or bet,, ... ,,,:1'jllll'1~ 
the U. $. mi!kt Dakota and either coast. Yet qut 
only from March, often the kind of currency used I 
1875, to May, one section is strange In anothe~; 
1878. It circulated, In 1~, when I first arrived 1h 
as a nuisance to North Dakota, gold was In quite 
the public, for common use In the teiritory, ID 
many y e a r s cashing a. check at a 'banik one 
thereafter. The would be quite likely to be paid in 
minting of this gold unless he asked for paper. 
coin was brought Gold no longer circulates in that 
about by a move- way here. Gold was the common 
ment to bring our medium of exchange in California 
coinage into bar- for many years, where"8 the people 
mony with the In the ea1;1t seldom aaw it. 
metric coinages of * * * 
q&Yles Europe. Most peo SILVER DOLLARS CIRCULATE 
pie are still un- by fits and starts. A few years 
a.ware that our subsidiary silver ago one-dollar bills were .seldom 
colns have for nearly 60 years been seen in this locality, payments of 
wetghefi in grams. The half dol- less than five dollars being made 
lar weighs 12% grams, the quarter customary In the unwieldy silver 
6%, and the dime 2% grams. The cartwheels. But while the North-
French silver 5 franc piece weighs west was full of silver dollars 
U1Ai grams, double the weight of those coins were regarded aa curio'. 
our half-dollar. Many countrim in sitles in New York city · 
Europe and South _.\merica issued • 
silver coins-Ilras guildens, pesos * * * 
-of this same weight. In 1875 it RECENTLY THE SILVER DOL-
occurred to someone that it would Jar seems to have subati;l.S 1n fa-
further advance the cause of inter- vor. of the paper bill, although 
national monetary harmony to coin there ls stlll considerable silver 
a 20-cent piece weighing 5 grams here. The sliver dollars appears 
U4 so equal to one silver franc to be a rarity in seetloq.s of the 
* * * . South. I think It was ID Oltla-
"THE CHANGE TO METRIC homa that a tourist who undertook 
welghts in small coins was made to pay for gas with a silver dollar 
til the coinage act of 1873-the so- was accused of a criminal offense 
called 'Crime of '73.' It has been by the oil station man who thought 
charged that discussion in commit- an attempt had been made tb pass 
tee of this change and of the trade of! on him an unlawfUI coin. The 
benefits to be derived from the tourist was able to persuade the 
new overweight •trade dollar' au.- magistrate that silver dollars are 
tborhied by that act was use4 to real money. f ract attention from the fact * * * i the act demonetized the old THE LITTLE SPRINKLE Oli' ver unit. hailstones on Tuesc\a,y: evening 
* * * started reminiscences of real hall 
"TO REDUCE THE COINS OF storms of the past. There was the 
~! nations to the metric, or to any one on circus day along ln the ear-
o'11er generally accepted weight Iy nineteen hundreds. That was 
system, would be an advantage. a real thrlller. The circus par.:de 
But a universal coinage appeals was just over and the streets were 
only to those who have not given still crowded· with all sorts of 
lt careful thought. Money must horse-draw~ vehicles when chunk& 
co,itbiU.e to be national, not inter- of ice as large as a man•s · fist be-
national. There will always be ex- gan to pelt down. Frott,. the cor-
Change rates. Countries with wise ner window ot th'\ second 11toiy of 
and fair monetary practices sbould the old Herald bl411~ I liad an 
not be made to suffer for the mis- excellent view Ut thrte directions, 
takes or misfortunes of others.'' and in every direction there were 
* * * runaways with horse• and vehicles 
THE INFORMATION GIVEN piled up in all sorts ot •nrle11. One 
by ¥t, Tinnes . is welcom._ I 'Was man and a little Jlrl Wfre kil~d. 
~~ awar~ before that the Unfted Why more were not ]illled is a i:nys-
Statill bad ever coined a 20-cent tery. If the storm lla.4 occu,;re(l 
piece. 'fhe ~oln to which I refer- half an hour earlier the parad• 
red in a former issue was a Cana- would have been on the lltreeta. 
dtan product. . The elephants, evideDtlf aenalng 
* * * wmethi:Jl.c unusual. Jlad l>eea .aeu 
"tam CIRCULATIO~ OF MON- vous and it was with dlfffoultythat 
er had its odd features. For some theil' keep~rs had 8' ~ 
.,_ certain kinds of currency the,. anim•J. tent ancl 
circulate for a lonr tur,.e on ._ lb,eil' 1takes. 
locality. a=o,i te *I.\• 'b • ~ow ma 
of othera. lt )1 ~t •U'allse c ;nag a 
(. no -~l ~altos, charge 
BERT COLEMAN, WHO MAN- their counterparts in the railroad 
ages the local off airs of the North- strikes of 1893. Thus far the strik 
ern Pacific railway, watched a mi- ers have been a little chary of med-
gration of ants the other day, and, 
having read in dling with railroad trains, but there 
Davies 
have been occasional acts of inter-
ference. In each case that has 
been reported the strikers were 
careful not to meddle with the 
this column about 
a similar migra-
tion, he reported 
the fact to me, 
thus performing 
his duty as a citi- mails. It was interference with the 
zen and gentle- mails that brought about the send-
m a n. It w a s ing of federal troops to Chicago 
moving day with . 
the ants in Bert's by President Cleveland Perhaps 
neighborhood, but it was recollection of that fact that 
how far th e y caused the Iowa strikers to shy 
moved was not at interference with the mails 
discovered T h e * * * 
thing that at- THE MAIL ISSUE WAS A MA-
tracted attention jor one at Grand Forks The strike 
was a column of had tied up transportation into a 
ants crossing the hard knot But the railroad men 
paved street Upon tracing the professed willingness to haul mail 
movement .it was found that the cars For some time a locomotive, 
insects came from an adjoining lot, steamed up, and with a single mail 
and how much farther was not dis- car attached, stood in the. Great 
covered They crossed the Coleman Northern yards at Grand Forks 
lot diagonally, , then the sidewalk, waiting for orders to move But 
iberm, paved street and the berm the railway management was not 
and sidewalk on . the opposite side interested in running single mail 
The portion of the column observed cars. The position of the manag-
was · about a foot wide, and the in- ers was that · it was their business 
sects never wandered from that to run mail cars in the usual way · 
narrow band On they marched, attached to regular trains and they 
thousands and thousands of them, declined to run the one without 
until they disappeared on some- the other. 
body's lot across the street . * * * 
* * * PRESENTLY ORD IN ARY 
I HAVE TOLD HERE ABOUT trains were manned with deputy 
a similar movement which some marshals and moved out of the 
of us watched one afternoon ~any yards, accompanied by the groans 
years ago, but in that case we saw and epithets of strike ,sympathizers 
both starting and finishing points. who stood packed around the pas-
In that case the ants were aban- senger station. I still have a dis-
doning a nest and carrying masses tinct recollection of the first train 
of eggs with them were treking of the series. to move. Daggett, 
to a new home about 150 feet away. who at that time was either Unit-
Also they were going , in- bot~ di- ed States marshal or chief deputy, 
rections, those going toward , the acted as . conductor. The train 
new quarters carrying eggs and the moved in a bumpy sort of way, ap-
1 others returning empty, evidently parently because something was 
for . another load Coleman says his the matter with a . brake, and Dag-
. ants did not appear to be carry- gett was purple 1n the face from 
t ing anything. his struggles , to release the brake. 
* * * * * * HOW DO THOSE INSECTS IT WAS AT THAT. TIME THAT 
· know when and where to move? federal troops were sent to Grand 
· Apparently one or .more expeditions Forks for the purpose of maintain-
t must have been sent out to pick Ing order. The.re . had been no 
~ out a likely place. Then on the rioting, and so far as I know none 
~ basis of the report made, . a 15rand of th~ railroad men had been in-
. movement was ordered. Jbshua volved in acts of sabotage. But 
f sent his spies into Canaan to look the strike had brought into the 
a. the country over, and their favor- situati.on the usual riff-raff · that 
able report started a }Gt of things hangs around On SUCh OCCaSiOilS 
which were not altogether pleas- and there was a decidedly sultry 
ant for the Canaanites. How did feeling in th~ aii\ · The soldiers had 
1
"' the . ants find their way . through nothing to do after they got here, 
what were to t~em miles of wilder- but in all probability their pres-
ness, and how were they directed ence __ prevented an outbreak of 
and controlled? hoodlumism. The men camped 
* · * * near where the coal chute now is 
THERE ARE ELEMENTS IN and theil9 camp was the. center of 
the Iowa farm strike that had attraction for several days. 

(\ I 
HOW ARE YOUR ELM TREES there were farmers· who owned 200 
coming along? It may pay you to acres, there were more who farmed 
look them over. Borers have been only 50 acres. The 100-acre farm, 
at mine and I have had to cut out I suppose, would be about the aver-
... ,.,1·='=·'·'"· two trees and all age. Quite a chunk of that would 
.. ,ii ............ ·.···.. ,.,, the rest must be be in a 'wood' lot at the rear end of 
·,%\\11\\il\\:li\l\\\[J\~\\\\:i~: :i~~0 p~\:~~::; ~h:e;:::· ae~::;e t:oe:eh:;,d u!~a~; 
..... ,=,:/)}? certain. Mine are mixed timothy and red clover, a 
· ·····_:;:: all forest trees, of corn field, a few acres for turnips 
::\f) good size, set out and mangels and often several ¥'.t in the spring of acres for garden and orchard. That 
fa{ 1930. They have left no great acreage for small 
l:i b e en thorough- grains. A 10-acre field was a size-
'[; ly watered, an d able field. 
· during the hot, 
dry spells they 
have been 
drenched. In spite 
of it all one of 
them died and Davies another was evi-
* * * ' IN THE DA. YS OF THE FLAIL 
it was customary to store field 
peas in the barn, as it was difficult 
to stack them so they would keep. 
Then such room as remained was 
filled with small grains and the 
rest were stacked just outside. The 
grain in the barn would then be 
threshed out with flails and the 
sacks would be broken and brought 
inside. 
* * * WITH THE ADVENT OF THE I 
threshing machine the plan was 
somewhat reversed. It was sup· 
posed that peas could not be 
threshed with a machine as the cy-
linder teeth cracked thein and ren-
dently having a 
hard struggle. It was a woodpeck-
er that started me on an inspec-
tion that I should have made long 
ago and repeated often. Wondering 
what the bird was pecking at I ex-
amined the trf!e closely, and I 
found the bark was loose in patch-
es almost its. entire length. Occa-
sionally I found a white grub, 
about half an inch long, just un-
der the bark, and somewhere near 
the center of the loose patch there dered them unfit for seed. Peas 
was a hole leading fnto the solid were therefore stacked outside and 
wood. Enough of the bark had th.e stacks were carefully. thatc~ed 
been loosened to check circulation with hay. ;1'he barn was filled with 
and the tree had given up the other gr~m, which was threshed 
ghost by machme, and the peas were 
· * * * brought in and flailed during the 
I HAVE NOT LEARNED YET winter. This procedure was varied, 
of course., with the conditions on 
whether this grub is the regular each farm. 
elm tree borer or some other pest. * * * 
'rhe cut trees are being examined PRESENTLY SOME GENIUS. 
in order to identify the critter if discovered that peas could be 
possible so that the proper treat- threshed without cracking if the 
ment for the other trees may be concaves were removed, and the 
indicated. I suggest that readers flail went permanently into the dis-
who have young elms .give them card. I have never understood 
careful examination and if they why field peas, ·one of the staple 
find traces of )¥Orm holes have the crops in old Ontario, are so seldom 
trees treated at once, otherwise grown in the Northwest. Our peo-
valuable trees may be tuineq and pie considered peas the ·ideal food 
several years' growth may be lost. for fattening either cattle, sheep 
Here at my age I have to start all or hogs. They were much prefer• 
over again, and three year~ means red to corn. I am not prepared 
a lot. to vouch for the belief, but it was 
* * * ·universally held that fat made 
A NOTE FROM REV. JAMES, from corn was soft and. yellowish, 
Austin, ..of Hannah, makes mention while that from peas was white 
of a reecnt discussion o:t threshlng and firm. 
machines in this column. Mr . .A:us- * * * 
tin says that there is but one HOGS GREW FAT IN THE 
steam threshing rig running in his fall feeding in the woods, provided 
vicinity. It is on the Will Hay the ,timber were hardwood. Also, 
farm. Twelve teams are used to different kinds of hardwood made 
haul bundles from the shocks and different kinds of pork. Sweet 
three spike pitchers are employed. acorns made excellent pork, but 
It reminds Mr. Austin of old times. the farmer who wanted good firm 
* * * pork kept his hogs away from the 
THRESHING IN THE EAST beech grove if he · could. Beech 
half a century ago was a very dif- nuts, it was understood, ·caused the 
ferent job from what it has be- animals to lay on lots , of fat, but 
come on the western plains. In my the fat was soft and oily, whereas 
part of the country the land was the fat from acorns, like that from 
divided into 100-acre lots, and while peas, was solid anA. substantial. 
• 
